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50 Great Short Stories
The Russian novelist and moral philosopher Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) ranks as one of the world s great
writers, and his 'War and Peace' has been called the greatest novel ever written. But during his long
lifetime, Tolstoy also wrote enough shorter works to fill many volumes. The message in all his stories
is presented with such humour that the reader hardly realises that it is strongly didactic. These
stories give a snapshot of Russia and its people in the late nineteenth century.
Gathers classic short stories by such authors as Ernest Hemingway, Edgar Allan Poe, O. Henry, Rudyard
Kipling, John Steinbeck, Aldous Huxley, and Anton Chekhov
Choice collection of 13 stories includes "Life in the Iron Mills" by Rebecca Harding Davis, Zora Neale
Hurston's "Sweat," plus superb fiction by Kate Chopin, Willa Cather, Edith Wharton, many others.
The Canadian short story - widely recognized as a distinctive and unusually strong genre in the creative
literature of the country - was celebrated in 1986 with the publication of The Oxford Book of Canadian
Short Stories in English. Published to great acclaim, the original collection has been a great
commercial success. It is here revised and updated to reflect the increasing diversity of the genre, and
the growing reputation of a new generation of writers. Of the original inclusions, eight were dropped
and thirteen replaced. Eighteen writers (among them Margaret Atwood, Matt Cohen, Timothy Findley, W.P.
Kinsella, and Audrey Thomas) are represented by different stories. Writers appearing for the first time
include Caroline Adderson, Ann Copeland, Bonnie Burnard, Cynthia Flood, Barbara Gowdy, Thomas King,
Rohinton Mistry, Diane Schoemperlen, and Linda Svendsen.
The Greatest Short Stories of Leo Tolstoy
The Oxford Book of American Short Stories
The Hidden Story of Every Person
Japanese Edition Including Hiragana and Kanji
Features 19 gems in the American short-story tradition, including "The Tell-Tale Heart" by Edgar Allan Poe,
"Bartleby" by Herman Melville, "To Build a Fire" by Jack London, plus stories by Hemingway, Fitzgerald,
Hawthorne, Twain, others.
Tagore's treatment of caste culture, bureaucracy and poverty paint a vivid portrait of nineteenth century India
and all are interwoven with Tagore's perceptive eye for detail, strong sense of humanity and deep affinity for
the natural world. Tagore's stories continue to rise above geographic and cultural boundaries to capture the
imaginations of readers around the world. This collection contains some of the best stories of Tagore who put
India on the literary map of the world. Translated from Bengali to English, these stories depict the human
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condition in its many forms— innocence and childhood, love and loss, the city and the village, the natural and
the supernatural. Prominent among the stories are the famous 'The Cabuliwallah', which has also been
adapted as a movie. The book also gives an insight into the socio-economic conditions prevalent in Colonial
Bengal.
Ranging from the 19th to the 20th centuries, this wonderfully wide-ranging and enjoyable anthology includes
Poe, Chekhov, Joyce, Kafka, Faulkner, Pirandello, Mann, and other major writers of world literature.
50 Greatest Short Stories for Children is an anthology of what children have heard and read over the ages.
Here comes a selection of the best fairytales, stories about creatures big and small, spells and enchantments,
giants, witches, royal adventures and everything that makes a child's world magical. With numerous authors
penning children's books, the classics seem to be getting lost and that enchanted world is receding to give
place to more contemporary settings. This book brings back the much-loved tales through generations to
enthral children once more. This book is the ideal gift from a parent to a child to revive the reading habit.
Hans Christian Andersen, Brothers Grimm, Aesop's Fables and folktales from other shores bring together a
delightful bouquet to young minds.
50 Writers
Unaccustomed Earth
50 WORLD'S GREATEST SHORT STORIES.
World's Most Popular Short Stories
Best Short Stories

Reproducible pages of excerpts, exercises, and writing projects. Emphasizes writing and talking about literature through reading, role
playing, cooperative learning, and other activities. Uses specific books, stories, poems, and plays to stimulate students' own writing.
50 Greatest Short Stories is a selection from the best of the world's short fiction, bringing together writings by great masters of the
genre. Carefully picked for their timeless quality, readers are sure to be delighted by the inclusion of such favourites as 'The Gift of the
Magi', 'The Lady with the Dog', 'The Curious Case of Benjamin Button', 'Rain' and 'Mrs Packletide's Tiger', to name but a few. This
outstanding and wide-ranging anthology of stories is a collector's item, designed for readers to refresh their acquaintance with some of
the world's finest writing and for newer readers to be introduced to it. Anton Chekov, Charles Dickens, Katherine Mansfield, Guy de
Maupassant, F. Scott Fitzgerald, H. Rider Haggard, O. Henry, Rudyard Kipling, W.W. Jacobs, Virginia Woolf, D.H. Lawrence, Saki,
Jerome K. Jerome, H.G. Wells, Kate Chopin, Ambrose Bierce, Jack London, Frank Stockton, Edgar Allan Poe, Stephen Leacock,
James Joyce, Bram Stoker, Joseph Conrad, M. R. James, W. Somerset Maugham, R. L. Stevenson.
This Is A New Release Of The Original 1922 Edition.
Graue and Walsh discuss the research process, emphasising the areas where work with children presents particular challenges. They
present contributions from numerous researchers as well as insights from their own fieldwork with children.
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Mountains of the Moon
Stories about Social Justice
And Other Horror Stories
Selected Stories of Rabindranath Tagore
Welcome to the world of short stories

"This treasury of 100 tales offers a volume of remarkable value to students and readers of short fiction.
Selections by masters of the form from all over world include Edgar Allan Poe, Jack London, Nikolai Gogol,
Guy de Maupassant, Charles Dickens, Anton Chekhov, Joseph Conrad, Mark Twain, Rudyard Kipling, Saki,
and Henry James"-World’s Most Popular Short Stories is a collection of tales that are soothing, yet scintillating, motivational
and magical, and a gentle mix of the common and the special. Handpicked stories by four master craftsmen –
Guy de Maupassant, Anton Chekhov, O Henry and Saki – will not only give you a taste of their contemporary
societies and cultures, but also take you on an adventure of a lifetime. Their extraordinary stories are a
mixture of tragedy and humorous satire, irony and the macabre, in which the stupidities and hypocrisy of
conventional society are viciously pilloried. You will meet the common folks who love to spend evenings in
the company of girls, and you will also meet couples from humble origins working hard to repay a debt which
was wrongly assumed in the first place. You can run into love seeking you in some stories, and destiny
waiting to change the course of lives in others. The heady mix of humour, satire and drama makes these
stories an essential cocktail of emotions.
A collection of short stories that bend the mind, pull the heartstrings, and explore the eternal questions of
existence. Originally published as videos seen by millions on Robert Pantano's popular YouTube channel
Pursuit of Wonder, The Hidden Story of Every Person contains thirty-one of Pantano's short fiction stories,
including The Nova Effect, The Last Thought You'll Ever Have, and The Beginning & End of Humanity. The
collection offers wide-ranging reimaginations of reality, both familiar and distant, comfortable and unsettling,
each story probing into different science and philosophically driven themes, including the essence of self, the
nature of reality, the role of chance in life, the implications of technology, humanity's place in the cosmos, the
experience of anxiety, regret, compassion, and much more. The stories contained have been re-edited and
improved since their original publications in video form but broadly remain consistent.
Witty, heartbreaking, shocking, satirical: the short story can excite or sadden, entice or repulse. The one
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thing it can never be is dull. Now Victoria Hislop, passionate ambassador for the art of the short story, has
collected 100 stories from her favourite women writers into one volume. Here are Man Booker Prize winners
and Nobel Laureates, well-known feminists and famous wits, national treasures and rising stars. All
handpicked by one of the nation's best-loved novelists, there's a story for every mood, mind-set and moment
in life. Featuring an all star cast of authors including Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Angela Carter, Margaret
Drabble, Penelope Fitzgerald, Miranda July, Doris Lessing, Katherine Mansfield, Alice Munro, Dorothy Parker
and Virginia Woolf, THE STORY is the biggest and most beautiful collectino of women's short fiction in print
today.
50 Greatest Horror Stories
The Story
& Other Short Stories
50 Great Short Short Stories
Quick Reads by Great Writers
Short stories by Katharine Mansfield, Ernest Hemingway, Dorothy Parker, V.S. Pritchett, E.M Foster, Henry James, Carson
McCullers, Rudyard Kpling, Anatole France, Shirley Jackson, Edgar Allan Poe, William Saroyan, Aldus Huxley, and many
more.
Jennifer Egan's spellbinding novel circles the lives of Bennie Salazar, an ageing former punk rocker and record executive,
and Sasha, the passionate, troubled young woman he employs. Although Bennie and Sasha never discover each other's
pasts, the reader does, in intimate detail, along with the secret lives of a host of other characters whose paths intersect with
theirs, over many years, in locales as varied as New York, San Francisco, Naples, and Africa. We first meet Sasha in her
mid-thirties, on her therapist's couch in New York City, confronting her long-standing compulsion to steal. Later, we learn the
genesis of her turmoil when we see her as the child of a violent marriage, then a runaway living in Naples, then as a college
student trying to avert the suicidal impulses of her best friend. We meet Bennie Salazar at the melancholy nadir of his adult
life-divorced, struggling to connect with his nine-year-old son, listening to a washed up band in the basement of a suburban
house-and then revisit him in 1979, at the height of his youth, shy and tender, revelling in San Francisco's punk scene as he
discovers his ardour for rock and roll and his gift for spotting talent. We learn what became of his high school gang-who
thrived and who faltered-and we encounter Lou Kline, Bennie's catastrophically careless mentor, along with the lovers and
children left behind in the wake of Lou's far flung sexual conquests and meteoric rise and fall. A Visit from the Goon Squad is
a book about the interplay of time and music, about survival, about the stirrings and transformations set inexorably in motion
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by even the most passing conjunction of our fates. In a breathtaking array of styles and tones ranging from tragedy to satire
to Powerpoint, Egan captures the undertow of self-destruction that we all must either master or succumb to; the basic human
hunger for redemption; and the universal tendency to reach for both-and escape the merciless progress of time-in the
transporting realms of art and music. Sly, startling, exhilarating work from one of our boldest writers.
50 Greatest Short StoriesRupa Publications India
Learning Japanese is hard and everyone says so. But not with this Japanese book. Whether you're a just starting out or are
already familiar with the Japanese language, this book will help you with expanding your Japanese vocabulary and improve
your reading skills while having fun. Here you have 50 entertaining and culturally interesting Japanese short stories for
beginners and intermediate Japanese learners. The Japanese stories are written in Hiragana, Katakana, and about 250
basic Kanji characters which correspond to the advanced beginner and low intermediate levels. The stories are followed by
line-by-line English translation, which will certainly speed up the the learning process quite a bit. This book also includes a
reading guide that explains the basics of the Japanese language and its characters. You get many practical examples on
how to read the characters and you can also use this book as a language learning tool or Japanese text book to advance
with your Japanese skills at your own pace. 1. The Tokyo Fish Market 2. Buddhism in Japan 3. Lost in Tokyo 4. Teaching in
Japan 5. Karaoke Japanese Style 6. Saving Face 7. Faux Pas in the Restaurant 8. Just a Couple of Drinks 9. Humour Is if
You Still Laugh 10. A Special Geisha 11. A Happy Marriage 12. Under the Lamp Post 13. Group Learning 14. I Marry My
Office 15. Dialogue - Today We Have Rabbit 16. Dialogue - Dining European Style 17. The Tourist Guide 18. Inexpensive
Shopping in Japan 19. Born in Michigan 20. Easter 21. Foreigners in Britain 22. Kindness 23. My Hobbies 24. Studying
Abroad 25. A New Recipe 26. Social Media 27. Vegan Food 28. Bad Luck 29. Our Hotel 30. In the Theatre 31. Dialogue Where is Our Cat? 32. A Special Public Swimming Pool 33. On Fridays We Go Swimming 35. Best Friends 36. The Order
37. Food Poisoning 38. New Year's Eve in Europe 39. The Circus 40. The Car Accident 41. A Japanese in Munich Japanese
Short Stories for Intermediate Learners 42. The Polish Maid 43. Americans in Germany 44. The Treasure in the Forest 45.
The Barbecue Evening 46. How to Find a Billionaire on a Cruise Trip 47. Crowdfunding for a New Kitchen 48. A very
Catholic Irish Family 49. I Meet You in the Sauna 50. Classic Story: The Legend of Princess Kaguya There are many
Japanese books out there, but this book will entertain and help you in many ways. Start your journey of active Japanese
learning TODAY!
A Manual for Cleaning Women
50 Greatest Short Stories for Children
Great Russian Short Stories
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50 Japanese Short Stories for Beginners Read Entertaining Japanese Stories to Improve your Vocabulary and Learn
Japanese While Having Fun
50 Greatest Short Stories
The stories of Unaccustomed Earth focus on second-generation immigrants making and remaking lives, loves and
identities in England and America. We follow brothers and sisters, mothers and fathers, friends and lovers, in stories
that take us from Boston and London to Bombay and Calcutta. Blending the individual and the generational, the
exotic and the strikingly mundane, these haunting, exquisitely detailed and emotionally complex stories are intensely
compelling elegies of life, death, love and fate. This is a dazzling work from a masterful writer.
Twelve powerful works of fiction, including Pushkin's "The Overcoat," "Twenty-Six Men and a Girl" by Gorky, and "How
Much Land Does a Man Need?" by Tolstoy, plus works by Gogol, Turgenev, more.
The largest, most comprehensive anthology of its kind, this volume brings together significant, representative stories
from every decade of the 20th century. It includes the prose of officially recognized writers and dissidents, both wellknown and neglected or forgotten, plus new authors from the end of the 20th century. The selections reflect the
various literary trends and approaches to depicting reality in the 20th century: traditional realism, modernism,
socialist realism, and post-modernism. Taken as a whole, the stories capture every major aspect of Russian life,
history and culture in the 20th century. The rich array of themes and styles will be of tremendous interest to students
and readers who want to learn about Russia through the engaging genre of the short story.
This stunning collection of 60 stories—over a century's worth of the best Canadian literature by an extraordinary array
of our finest writers—has been selected and is introduced by award-winning writer Jane Urquhart. Urquhart's selection
includes stories by major literary figures such as Mavis Gallant, Carol Shields, Alistair MacLeod, and Margaret Atwood,
and wonderful stories by younger writers, including Dennis Bock, Joseph Boyden, and Madeleine Thien. This collection
is uniquely organized into five parts: the immigrant experience, urban life, family drama, fantasy and metaphor, and
celebrating the past.
The World'S Greatest Short Stories
Love, Loss & The Lives of Women: 100 Great Short Stories
100 Great Short Stories
Great American Short Stories
Teaching With "50 Great Short Stories
It's hotter if we don't use a safe word. Horror stories make your heart pound. Erotica stories make your blood race. Now put them together
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and what do you get? 50 SHADES OF PURPLE is a collection of 57 short stories that cross the line to create the most suspenseful, exciting
situations imaginable. Innocent beginnings have salacious twists, and the supernatural monsters are just as likely to seduce you as they are to
rip you limb from limb. The constant surprises will keep you on the edge of your seat, devouring your attention as you satisfy your need to
unravel each unique mystery. Praise for 50 Shades of Purple "The most incredible horror anthology I've ever read. This is a truly
mesmerizing work. The author promises in the foreword that the shifts in tone will be jarring but never dull, and delivers on that
immediately with stunning effectiveness." ★★★★★ Review "The author has a fantastic way with words. Each story is funny, scary, sick,
twisted, hopeful, horrific or all of above, all at once. If you love horror, this is one I highly recommend." ★★★★★ Review "I loved this
book! Not only were the stories well written, it was like a mystery grab bag, where one never knows what will be pulled out next!"
★★★★★ Review Special edition with full page illustrations. The explicit sex and violence in these stories won't hide anything from you,
especially when accompanied by original illustrations. This combines with the immersive, realistic writing style to bring even the most
incredible situations into vivid detail. About Haunted House Publishing We're passionate about publishing horror stories for adults, scary
books for teens, and all sorts of dark fiction. We've got new horror kindle books every month, specializing in supernatural stories,
supernatural book collections, and paranormal books for adults. We've got zombie books, demonic horror, ghosts and specters, angels and
demons, gothic novels, and haunted houses and ghosts novels. We promise some of the top horror books 2018.
In this collection of seven of his most popular stories each tale reflects both the author's intimate familiarity with Paris and the provinces in
the Belle Epoque, as well as a nonjudgmental humanism that is one of Guy de Maupassant's most attractive writing qualities.
This outstanding collection of more than 30 brilliant short stories — each just six or fewer pages in length — features popular tales by
Kafka, Poe, Dickens, O. Henry, Chekhov, Wilde, and many others. Includes two selections from the Common Core State Standards
Initiative.
"50 Great Short Stories" is a comprehensive selection from the world's finest short fiction. The authors represented range from Hawthorne,
Maupassant, and Poe, through Henry James, Conrad, Aldous Huxley, and James Joyce, to Hemingway, Katherine Anne Porter, Faulkner,
E.B. White, Saroyan, and O'Connor. The variety in style and subject is enormous, but all these stories have one point in common- the
enduring quality of the writing, which places them among the masterpieces of the world's fiction.
A Visit From the Goon Squad
A Dual-language Book
Great Short Short Stories
The New Oxford Book of Canadian Short Stories in English
The World's Greatest Short Stories
The ten short stories in this collection for young adults put flesh and blood on issues of justice at personal and societal levels and offer in-depth
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material for reflecting on the meaning and practice of Christian justice. Stanley, a young man with a penchant for moon- and stargazing,
struggles to be known and respected by his father. Stopping at a soup kitchen to take pictures for her boyfriend's photo essay, Lia is pressed into
serving the soup, and her eyes are opened to a reality that can't be seen through a camera lens. Lucy is someone's mother, someone's wife. To
the casual observer, though, she's just a street person wandering the Mall in Washington, DC. A companionleader's guideis also available,
including suggestions for using the stories with groups.
Presents a collection of fifty-six familiar and unfamiliar stories by such writers as Washington Irving, Ernest Hemingway, Edgar Allan Poe,
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Henry James, and Kate Chopin.
The New York Times bestseller. 'This selection of 43 stories should by all rights see Lucia Berlin as lauded as Jean Rhys or Raymond Carver' Independent Introduced by Lydia Davis, Lucia Berlin's stories in A Manual for Cleaning Women make for one of the most remarkable unsung
collections in twentieth-century American fiction. With extraordinary honesty and magnetism, Lucia Berlin invites us into her rich, itinerant
life: the drink and the mess and the pain and the beauty and the moments of surprise and of grace. Her voice is uniquely witty, anarchic and
compassionate. 'With Lucia Berlin we are very far away from the parlours of Boston and New York and quite far away, too, from the fiction of
manners, unless we are speaking of very bad manners . . . The writer Lucia Berlin most puts me in mind of is the late Richard Yates.' - LRB,
1999
Selected Stories
Great Short Stories by American Women
50 (FIFTY) GREAT SHORT STORIES. ED.: MILTON CRANE.
50 Great American Short Stories
Theories, Methods, and Ethics
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